AMENDMENT XIV
Passed by Congress June 13, 1866. Ratified July 9, 1868.
Note: Article I, section 2, of the Constitution was modified by section 2 of the
14th amendment.
Section 1. All persons born or naturalized in the United States, and subject to the
jurisdiction thereof, are citizens of the United States and of the State wherein they
reside. No State shall make or enforce any law which shall abridge the privileges
or immunities of citizens of the United States; nor shall any State deprive any
person of life, liberty, or property, without due process of law; nor deny to any
person within its jurisdiction the equal protection of the laws.
Section 2. Representatives shall be apportioned among the several States
according to their respective numbers, counting the whole number of persons in
each State, excluding Indians not taxed. But when the right to vote at any election
for the choice of electors for President and Vice-President of the United States,
Representatives in Congress, the Executive and Judicial officers of a State, or the
members of the Legislature thereof, is denied to any of the male inhabitants of
such State, being twenty-one years of age,* and citizens of the United States, or in
any way abridged, except for participation in rebellion, or other crime, the basis of
representation therein shall be reduced in the proportion which the number of such
male citizens shall bear to the whole number of male citizens twenty-one years of
age in such State.
Section 3. No person shall be a Senator or Representative in Congress, or elector
of President and Vice-President, or hold any office, civil or military, under the
United States, or under any State, who, having previously taken an oath, as a
member of Congress, or as an officer of the United States, or as a member of any
State legislature, or as an executive or judicial officer of any State, to support the
Constitution of the United States, shall have engaged in insurrection or rebellion
against the same, or given aid or comfort to the enemies thereof. But Congress
may by a vote of two-thirds of each House, remove such disability.
Section 4. The validity of the public debt of the United States, authorized by law,
including debts incurred for payment of pensions and bounties for services in
suppressing insurrection or rebellion, shall not be questioned. But neither the
United States nor any State shall assume or pay any debt or obligation incurred in
aid of insurrection or rebellion against the United States, or any claim for the loss
or emancipation of any slave; but all such debts, obligations and claims shall be
held illegal and void.
Section 5. The Congress shall have the power to enforce, by appropriate
legislation, the provisions of this article.
*Changed by section 1 of the 26th amendment.
From http://www.archives.gov/exhibits/charters/constitution_amendments_1127.html

AMENDMENT XV
Passed by Congress February 26, 1869. Ratified February 3, 1870.
Section 1. The right of citizens of the United States to vote shall not be denied or
abridged by the United States or by any State on account of race, color, or
previous condition of servitude-Section 2. The Congress shall have the power to enforce this article by appropriate
legislation.
From http://www.archives.gov/exhibits/charters/constitution_amendments_11‐
27.html
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Although the chairperson of the 1963 March on Washington was the venerable labor
leader A. Philip Randolph, the man who coordinated the staff, finances, travel
arrangements, accommodations, publicity, and logistics was Randolph's close
associate, Bayard Taylor Rustin. Rustin had served as a key strategist of the nonviolent protest movement since the 1940s. In 1963, he wrote in his socialist
magazine, Liberation:
What counted most at the Lincoln Memorial was not the speeches, eloquent as they
were, but the pledge of a quarter million Americans, black and white, to carry the
civil rights revolution into the streets. Our task is now to fulfill this pledge through
nonviolent uprisings in hundreds of cities.
From http://lcweb2.loc.gov/ammem/aaohtml/exhibit/aopart9b.html
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“In November 1956 the U.S. Supreme Court affirmed Browder v. Gayle and struck
down laws requiring segregated seating on public buses. Resolved not to end the
boycott until the order to desegregate the buses actually arrived in Montgomery, the
MIA (Montgomery Improvement Association, a citizen action committee, which
Martin Luther King, Jr. led after the arrest of Rosa Parks), operated without the
carpool system for a month. The Supreme Court upheld the lower court’s ruling,
and on 20 December 1956 King called for the end of the boycott; the community
agreed.
The next morning, he boarded an integrated bus with Ralph Abernathy, E. D.
Nixon, and Glenn Smiley. King said of the bus boycott: ‘‘We came to see that, in the
long run, it is more honorable to walk in dignity than ride in humiliation. So … we
decided to substitute tired feet for tired souls, and walk the streets of Montgomery’’
(Papers 3:486). King’s role in the bus boycott garnered international attention, and
the MIA’s tactics of combining mass nonviolent protest with Christian ethics
became the model for challenging segregation in the South.”
From http://mlkkpp01.stanford.edu/index.php/encyclopedia/encyclopedia/enc_montgomery_bus_b
oycott_1955_1956

Aerial view of marchers crossing the Edmund- Pettus Bridge during the
march from Selma to Montgomery, Alabama in 1965. Gelatin silver
print. New York World-Telegram and Sun Collection, Prints and
Photographs Division (28) Digital ID # cph 3c26846
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Freedom Rides
During the spring of 1961, student activists launched the Freedom Rides to
challenge segregation on interstate buses and bus terminals. Traveling on buses from
Washington, D.C., to Jackson, Mississippi, the riders met violent opposition in the Deep
South, garnering extensive media attention and eventually forcing federal intervention. The
campaign succeeded in securing an Interstate Commerce Commission (ICC) ban on
segregation in all facilities under their jurisdiction. The Freedom Rides were able to
harness enough national attention to force federal enforcement and policy changes.
Following an earlier ruling, Morgan v. Virginia (1946), that made segregation in interstate
transportation illegal, in 1960 the U.S. Supreme Court ruled in Boynton v. Virginia that
segregation in the facilities provided for interstate travelers, such as bus terminals,
restaurants, and restrooms, was also unconstitutional. On 4 May 1961, the freedom riders
left Washington, D.C., in two buses and headed to New Orleans. Although they faced
resistance and arrests in Virginia, it was not until the riders arrived in Rockhill, South
Carolina, that they encountered violence. The beating of two riders, coupled with the arrest
of one participant for using a whites‐only restroom, attracted widespread media coverage.
The ride continued to Anniston, Alabama, where, on 14 May, riders were met by a violent
mob of over 100 people. Before the buses’ arrival, Anniston local authorities had given
permission to the Ku Klux Klan to strike against the freedom riders without fear of arrest.
As the ﬁrst bus pulled up, the driver yelled outside, ‘‘Well, boys, here they are. I brought
you some niggers and nigger‐lovers’’ (Arsenault, 143). One of the buses was ﬁrebombed,
and its ﬂeeing passengers were forced into the angry white mob. The violence continued at
the Birmingham. Although the violence garnered national media attention, the series of
attacks prompted them to end the campaign. The riders ﬂew to New Orleans, bringing to an
end the ﬁrst Freedom Ride of the 1960s.
The decision to end the ride frustrated student activists: ‘‘we can’t let them stop us
with violence. If we do, the movement is dead’’ (Ross, 177). The Freedom Rides continued
in May 1961. Seven men and three women rode from Nashville to Birmingham to resume
the Freedom Rides. Just before reaching Birmingham, the bus was pulled over and directed
to the Birmingham station, where all of the riders were arrested for defying segregation
laws. The arrests, coupled with the difﬁculty of ﬁnding a bus driver and other logistical
challenges, left the riders stranded in the city for several days. Through federal
intervention, the bus finally departed for Montgomery with a full police. At the
Montgomery city line, as agreed, the state troopers left the buses, but the local police that
had been ordered to meet the freedom riders in Montgomery never appeared. Unprotected
when they entered the terminal, riders were beaten so severely by a white mob that some
sustained permanent injuries. When the police ﬁnally arrived, they served the riders with
an injunction barring them from continuing the Freedom Ride in Alabama.
As the violence and federal intervention propelled the freedom riders to national
prominence, the Kennedy administration directed the ICC to ban segregation in all facilities
under its jurisdiction. On 1 November 1961, the ICC ruling that segregation on interstate
buses and facilities was illegal took effect. Martin Luther King, Jr. and all others involved in
the campaign saw how provoking white southern violence through nonviolent
confrontations could attract national attention and force federal action.
From http://mlk‐
kpp01.stanford.edu/index.php/encyclopedia/encyclopedia/enc_freedom_rides/
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March on Washington for Jobs and Freedom
August 28, 1963
The civil rights movement in the United States during the late 1950s and 1960s was
the political, legal, and social struggle to gain full citizenship rights for black
Americans and to achieve racial equality. Individuals and civil rights organizations
challenged segregation and discrimination using a variety of activities, including
protest marches, boycotts, and refusal to abide by segregation laws.
On August 28, 1963, more than 250,000 demonstrators descended upon the nation’s
capital to participate in the “March on Washington for Jobs and Freedom.” Not only
was it the largest demonstration for human rights in United States history, but it
also occasioned a rare display of unity among the various civil rights organizations.
The event began with a rally at the Washington Monument featuring several
celebrities and musicians. Participants then marched the mile‐long National Mall to
the Memorial. The three‐hour long program at the Lincoln Memorial included
speeches from prominent civil rights and religious leaders. The day ended with a
meeting between the march leaders and President John F. Kennedy at the White
House.
The idea for the 1963 March on Washington was envisioned by A. Philip Randolph, a
long‐time civil rights activist dedicated to improving the economic condition of
black Americans. When Randolph first proposed the march in late 1962, he received
little response from other civil rights leaders. He knew that cooperation would be
difficult because each had his own agenda for the civil rights movement, and the
leaders competed for funding and press coverage. Success of the March on
Washington would depend on the involvement of the so‐called “Big Six”—Randolph
and the heads of the five major civil rights organizations: Roy Wilkins of the
National Association for the Advancement of Colored People (NAACP); Whitney
Young, Jr., of the National Urban League; Rev. Martin Luther King, Jr., of the Southern
Christian Leadership Conference (SCLC); James Farmer of the Conference of Racial
Equality (CORE); and John Lewis of the Student Nonviolent Coordinating Committee
(SNCC).
The details and organization of the march were handled by Bayard Rustin,
Randolph’s trusted associate. Rustin was a veteran activist with extensive
experience in putting together mass protest. With only two months to plan, Rustin
established his headquarters in Harlem, NY, with a smaller office in Washington. He
and his core staff of 200 volunteers quickly put together the largest peaceful
demonstration in U.S. history.
From http://www.ourdocuments.gov/doc.php?flash=true&doc=96#
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'PEACEKEEPER': National Guard blocks entry of Little Rock Nine to Central
High on Sept. 4, 1957. He said he acted on order of Gov. Orval Faubus not to
admit them.

CONSTITUTION OR FORM OF GOVERNMENT
FOR THE

PEOPLE OF FLORIDA.
We, the People of the State of Florida, by our delegates in
Convention assembled, in the city of Tallahassee, on the 25th day of
1865.
October, in the year of our Lord 1865, and of the Independence of the
United States the 90th year, in order to secure to ourselves and our
posterity the enjoyment of all the rights of life, liberty and property,
and the pursuit of happiness, do mutually agree, each with the other,
for form the following Constitution and form of Government in and for
the said State.

ARTICLE I.
DECLARATION OF RIGHTS.

That the greatest and essential liberty and free government may be
recognized and established, we declare :
1. That all freemen when they form a government, have certain
inherent and indefeasible rights, among which are those of enjoying
and defending life and liberty; of acquiring, possessing and protecting
property and reputation, and of pursuing their happiness. . . .

. . . ARTICLE IV.
LEGISLATIVE DEPARTMENT.

4. No person shall be a Representative unless he be a white man, a
citizen of the United States, and shall have been an inhabitant of the
State two years next preceding his election . . . .
5. The Senators shall be chosen by the qualified electors for a term
of two years . . . ; and no man shall be a Senator unless he be a white
ma, and Citizen of the United States, and shall have been an inhabitant
of this State two years next preceding his election . . . .

. . . ARTICLE VI.
THE RIGHT OF SUFFRAGE AND QUALIFICATIONS OF OFFICERS, CIVIL
OFFICERS, AND IMPEACHMENTS, AND REMOVALS FROM OFFICE.

1. Every free white male person of the age of twenty-one years and
upwards, who shall be at the time of offering to vote, a citizen of the
United States, and who shall have resided and had his habitation,
domicil, home, and place of permanent abode in Florida, for one year
next preceding the election . . . .

. . . ARTICLE XVI.
GENERAL PROVISIONS.

1. Whereas, slavery has been destroyed in this State by the
Government of the United States ; therefore, neither slavery nor
involuntary servitude shall in future exist in this State, except as a
punishment for crimes, whereof the party shall have been convicted by
the courts of the State, and all the inhabitants of the State, without
distinction of color, are free, and shall enjoy the rights of person and
property with distinction of color.
2. In all criminal proceedings founded upon injury to a colored
person, and in all cases affecting the rights and remedies of colored
persons, no person shall be incompetent to testify as a witness on
account of color ; in all other cases, the testimony of colored persons
shall be excluded, unless made competent by future legislation. The
jury shall judge the credibility of the testimony.
3. The Jurors of this State shall be white men, possessed of such
qualifications as may be prescribed by law.

1865.

Press release for Executive Order No. 9981, establishing the President's
Committee on Equality of Treatment and Opportunity in the Armed Forces.
July 26, 1948.
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Booking Photo of Rosa Parks after she was arrested on December 1, 1955
for refusing to give up her seat on a city bus for a white person. She was a
member of the NAACP and active in the Civil Rights Movement. While this
event was not the first of its kind, it did spark the Montgomery Bus
Boycotts and led to widespread, national coverage regarding the
treatment of black Americans.

Selma to Montgomery March (1965)
In January of 1965, Martin Luther King, Jr. and several activist groups began a voting
rights campaign in Selma, AL, where, in spite of repeated registration attempts by local
blacks, only two percent were on the voting rolls. Activists had chosen to focus its efforts in
Selma because they anticipated that the notorious brutality of local law enforcement under
Sheriff Jim Clark would attract national attention and pressure President Lyndon B.
Johnson and Congress to enact new national voting rights legislation.
On the night of 18 February, Alabama state troopers joined local police breaking up
an evening march in Marion. In the ensuing melee, a state trooper shot Jimmie Lee Jackson,
a 26‐year‐old church deacon from Marion, as he attempted to protect his mother from the
trooper’s nightstick. Jackson died eight days later in a Selma hospital. In response to
Jackson’s death, activists in Selma and Marion set out on 7 March, to march from Selma to
the state capitol in Montgomery.
The marchers made their way through Selma across the Edmund Pettus Bridge,
where they faced a blockade of state troopers and local lawmen that ordered the marchers
to disperse. When they did not, law enforcement advanced. Cheered on by white onlookers,
the troopers attacked the crowd with clubs and tear gas. Mounted police chased retreating
marchers and continued to beat them. Television coverage of ‘‘Bloody Sunday,’’ as the
event became known, triggered national outrage.
Activists made plans to retry the march again two days later, but President Johnson
pressured King to call off the march until the federal court order could provide protection
to the marchers. Under pressure from protesters, angry over “Bloody Sunday” and under
pressure from the President to wait, King decided to proceed to the Edmund Pettus Bridge
in what became known as the Turnaround March. He led more than 2,000 marchers,
including hundreds of clergy who had answered King’s call on short notice, to the site of
Sunday’s attack, then stopped and asked them to kneel and pray. After prayers they rose
and turned the march back to Selma, avoiding another confrontation with state troopers.
Many marchers were critical of King’s unexpected decision not to push on to Montgomery,
but the restraint gained support from President Johnson, who issued a public statement:
‘‘Americans everywhere join in deploring the brutality with which a number of Negro
citizens of Alabama were treated when they sought to dramatize their deep and sincere
interest in attaining the precious right to vote’’ (Johnson, ‘‘Statement by the President,’’
272). On March 17, President Johnson submitted voting rights legislation to Congress.
The federally sanctioned march left Selma on 21 March. Protected by hundreds of
federalized Alabama National Guardsmen and Federal Bureau of Investigation agents, the
demonstrators covered between 7 to 17 miles per day. During the rally, held on the steps
of the capitol in Montgomery, King proclaimed: ‘‘the end we seek is a society at peace with
itself, a society that can live with its conscience. And that will be a day not of the white man,
not of the black man. That will be the day of man as man’’ (King, ‘‘Address,’’ 130).
From http://mlk‐
kpp01.stanford.edu/index.php/encyclopedia/encyclopedia/enc_selma_to_montgomery_ma
rch/

"Alabama Police Attack Selma-to-Montgomery
Marchers." March 7, 1965. Courtesy of the Federal
Bureau of Investigation.

"The Rev. Dr. Martin Luther King addresses gathering of followers after their aborted march
yesterday in Selma, Ala.," 1965. Prints and Photographs Division, Library of Congress.
Reproduction Number LC-USZ62-111158

Rev. Ralph Abernathy walking with Dr. Martin Luther King, Jr., as
they lead civil rights marchers out of camp to resume their march
to Montgomery, Alabama, 1965. Prints and Photographs Division,
Library of Congress. Reproduction Number LC-USZ62-111234.

Ronald Martin, Robert Patterson, and Mark Martin stage sit-down strike
after being refused service at an F.W. Woolworth luncheon counter,
Greensboro, N.C. 1960.
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The Voting Rights Act of 1965
The 1965 Enactment
By 1965 concerted efforts to break the grip of state disfranchisement had
been under way for some time, but had achieved only modest success
overall and in some areas had proved almost entirely ineffectual. The
murder of voting-rights activists in Philadelphia, Mississippi, gained
national attention, along with numerous other acts of violence and
terrorism. Finally, the unprovoked attack on March 7, 1965, by state
troopers on peaceful marchers crossing the Edmund Pettus Bridge in
Selma, Alabama, en route to the state capitol in Montgomery, persuaded
the President and Congress to overcome Southern legislators' resistance to
effective voting rights legislation. President Johnson issued a call for a
strong voting rights law and hearings began soon thereafter on the bill that
would become the Voting Rights Act.
Congress determined that the existing federal anti-discrimination laws
were not sufficient to overcome the resistance by state officials to
enforcement of the 15th Amendment. The legislative hearings showed that
the Department of Justice's efforts to eliminate discriminatory election
practices by litigation on a case-by-case basis had been unsuccessful in
opening up the registration process; as soon as one discriminatory practice
or procedure was proven to be unconstitutional and enjoined, a new one
would be substituted in its place and litigation would have to commence
anew.
President Johnson signed the resulting legislation into law on August 6,
1965. Section 2 of the Act, which closely followed the language of the 15th
amendment, applied a nationwide prohibition against the denial or
abridgment of the right to vote on the literacy tests on a nationwide basis.
Among its other provisions, the Act contained special enforcement
provisions targeted at those areas of the country where Congress believed
the potential for discrimination to be the greatest. Under Section 5,
jurisdictions covered by these special provisions could not implement any
change affecting voting until the Attorney General or the United States
District Court for the District of Columbia determined that the change did
not have a discriminatory purpose and would not have a discriminatory
effect. In addition, the Attorney General could designate a county covered
by these special provisions for the appointment of a federal examiner to
review the qualifications of persons who wanted to register to vote.
Further, in those counties where a federal examiner was serving, the
Attorney General could request that federal observers monitor activities

within the county's polling place.
The Voting Rights Act had not included a provision prohibiting poll taxes,
but had directed the Attorney General to challenge its use. In Harper v.
Virginia State Board of Elections, 383 U.S. 663 (1966), the Supreme Court
held Virginia's poll tax to be unconstitutional under the 14th Amendment.
Between 1965 and 1969 the Supreme Court also issued several key
decisions upholding the constitutionality of Section 5 and affirming the
broad range of voting practices that required Section 5 review. As the
Supreme Court put it in its 1966 decision upholding the constitutionality of
the Act:

Congress had found that case-by-case litigation was inadequate to combat
wide-spread and persistent discrimination in voting, because of the
inordinate amount of time and energy required to overcome the
obstructionist tactics invariably encountered in these lawsuits. After
enduring nearly a century of systematic resistance to the Fifteenth
Amendment, Congress might well decide to shift the advantage of time and
inertia from the perpetrators of the evil to its victims.
South Carolina v. Katzenbach, 383 U.S. 301, 327-28 (1966).
Back to top
The 1970 and 1975 Amendments
Congress extended Section 5 for five years in 1970 and for seven years in
1975. With these extensions Congress validated the Supreme Court's broad
interpretation of the scope of Section 5. During the hearings on these
extensions Congress heard extensive testimony concerning the ways in
which voting electorates were manipulated through gerrymandering,
annexations, adoption of at-large elections, and other structural changes to
prevent newly-registered black voters from effectively using the ballot.
Congress also heard extensive testimony about voting discrimination that
had been suffered by Hispanic, Asian and Native American citizens, and
the 1975 amendments added protections from voting discrimination for
language minority citizens.
In 1973, the Supreme Court held certain legislative multi-member districts
unconstitutional under the 14th Amendment on the ground that they
systematically diluted the voting strength of minority citizens in Bexar
County, Texas. This decision in White v. Regester, 412 U.S. 755 (1973),
strongly shaped litigation through the 1970s against at-large systems and

gerrymandered redistricting plans. In Mobile v. Bolden, 446 U.S. 55
(1980), however, the Supreme Court required that any constitutional claim
of minority vote dilution must include proof of a racially discriminatory
purpose, a requirement that was widely seen as making such claims far
more difficult to prove.
Back to top
The 1982 Amendments
Congress renewed in 1982 the special provisions of the Act, triggered by
coverage under Section 4 for twenty-five years. Congress also adopted a
new standard, which went into effect in 1985, providing how jurisdictions
could terminate (or "bail out" from) coverage under the provisions of
Section 4. Furthermore, after extensive hearings, Congress amended
Section 2 to provide that a plaintiff could establish a violation of the
Section without having to prove discriminatory purpose.
The 2006 Amendments
Congress renewed the special provisions of the Act in 2006 as part of the
Fannie Lou Hamer, Rosa Parks, Coretta Scott King, Cesar E. Chavez,
Barbara Jordan, William Velazquez and Dr. Hector Garcia Voting Rights
Act Reauthorization and Amendments Act. The 2006 legislation eliminated
the provision for voting examiners.
From http://www.justice.gov/crt/about/vot/intro/intro_b.php
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Daisy Bates to Roy Wilkins, December 17, 1957, on the treatment of the Little Rock
Nine.
Holograph letter.
NAACP Collection, Manuscript Division. (9-18a)

Nine Black students are escorted by U.S. paratroopers from
the 101st airborne on September 25, 1957 in Little Rock,
Arkansas. The students integrated Little Rock's Central High
School.

Voters at the Voting Booths, ca. 1945.
Copyprint.
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Courtesy of the NAACP

"Signing the Voting Rights Act," August 6, 1965.
U.S. News and World Report, August 16, 1965.
Humanities and Social Sciences Division, General Collections. (9-20)
Copyright, August 16, 1965, U.S. News and World Report (www.usnews.com).

"We Shall Overcome" seems to have first been sung by striking tobacco workers in
Charleston, South Carolina, in 1945. In the 1960s the song became the all-but-official
anthem of the civil rights movement. … President Lyndon Johnson stunned many of his
listeners when during a speech urging the passage of the Voting Rights Act of 1965, he
closed with the words, "And we shall overcome."

Silphia Horton, Frank Hamilton, Guy Carawan, and Pete Seeger. "We Shall
Overcome."
New York: Ludlow Music, Inc., 1963.
Music Division. (9-19)
Courtesy of Ludlow Music, Inc., 11 West 19th Street New York, NY 10011

